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Other Title Info: Title based on the contents of the subseries

Part Of: Fred McGuinness collection

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: McG 6.3

Accession Number: 1-2015

GMD: textual records

Date Range: c. 1957 - 2010

Physical Description: Approximately 12 cm of textual records

History /
Biographical:

During his 30 years with The Medicine Hat News and the Brandon Sun, Fred McGuinness took
an active roll in his respective communities and cultivated his interest in local histories; he was
actively involved with the Chamber of Commerce and rural development initiatives.
Consequently he was invited to guest speak and chair sessions on local history, rural
development, and the economy while providing his personal insights as a newspaper
publisher. McGuinness’ work as a Canadian Centennial Commission representative (1963 –
1967) was an appointment that required he deliver speeches provincially and internationally.
McGuinness also appeared to draft press releases and speeches for local politicians.

McGuinness also delivered community workshops on memoir writing, a past time he continued
until shortly before his death in 2011, and wrote about memoir writing in his Brandon Sun
column “The Diary.” He included that “Diary” article, along with copies of his published
Reader’s Digest artiicles in his workshop materials. Individuals writing memoirs or interested
in McGuinness’ memoir writing style may also be interested in McGuiness’ “Foundation of a
Writer’s Library” and “The A-B-C and X-Y-Z of Researching and Writing a Local History Story.”

Custodial History:

Accession 1-2015 contains records created and collected over the course of McGuinness’
career as a newspaper journalist, freelance writer, and sessional instructor. The Estate of Fred
McGuinness donated the materials to the SJ McKee Archives circa 2011. The Archives
accessioned the records in 2015.

Scope and Content:

The Talks and workshop subseries contains records created and collected by McGuinness
over his lifetime and include: published copies of speeches delivered by individuals other than
McGuinness; drafts of speeches McGuinness gave while working in Medicine Hat (Alberta)
and the Brandon Sun; and copies of workshop materials pertaining to rural development and
memoir writing, including copies of memoirs and articles, correspondence, useful references,
and activities/exercises.

Notes: Information for the history/biography was obtained from documents in the
Talks and workshops subseries (McG 6.3), and Freelance materials
(McG 3)
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Accruals: Closed

Finding Aid: A file level inventory is available

Storage Location: 2015 accessions

Related Material: Fred McGuinness would write/publish about a topic in a number of
forums. Therefore, it is possible materials pertaining to his teaching
career may be found in other subseries of the Fred McGuinness
collection. Workshop participants and readers of McGuinness’ columns
often submitted memoirs to McGuinness (see McG 1.2 McGuinness
Correspondence and McG 4.1 Local history)

Arrangement:

Arrangement was artificially created by the Archives. Subseries has been re-arranged
according to publication period

Documents

McG 6_3 Talks and
workshops inventory.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF

The Wheat City: A Pictorial History of Brandon monograph
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions13676

Other Title Info: Title based on the contents of the subseries

Part Of: Fred McGuinness collection

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: McG 5.6

Accession Number: 1-2015 [formerly 6-2008 and 20-2009 and unprocessed Fred
McGuinness collection]

GMD: textual records

Date Range: c. 1987 - 1988

Physical Description: Approximately 6 cm of textual records
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History /
Biographical:

These records were produced between 1987 and 1988, the researching and writing period for
The Wheat City: A Pictorial History of Brandon monograph. Published in 1988 by Western
Producer Books (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan), The Wheat City is a 117-page soft cover book,
containing black and white images.

Western Producer Books pitched the book’s concept to Fred McGuinness in the fall of 1987.
This book was part of the publisher’s “city series” which focused on smaller cities such as
Medicine Hat and Prince Albert. It was estimated that the book would contain a 6,000-word
introduction followed by approximately 80 archival photographs of Brandon spanning from
early settlement to the late 1950s/early 1960s.

Brandon University history major Pam Svistovski worked as McGuinness’ research assistant
and McGuinness obtained images for the book from his own personal collection, the Brandon
Sun, Lawrence Stuckey, the Archives of Manitoba, and the Western Pictorial Index.

Custodial History:

Records were collected and created by McGuinness during the writing phase of the
monograph The Wheat City. The materials were donated to the SJ McKee Archives by the
Estate of Fred McGuinness circa 2011. The Archives accessioned the records in 2015.

Scope and Content:

The subseries consists of textual records and photographs created and collected during the
production of the monograph The Wheat City. It includes correspondence, newspapers
articles, drafts and black and white photographs from the Archives of Manitoba, Western
Canada Pictorial Index, and Illustrated Souvenir of Brandon.

Notes: Information in the history/biography was obtained from The Wheat City’s
acknowledgements and a letter to Mr. Fred McGuinness from Western
Producer Books, dated September 24, 1987 (McG 5.6, File 11)

Where known, archival reference numbers for photographs obtained from
the Archives of Manitoba and the Western Canada Pictorial Index and
considered/used in The Wheat City have been provided in the item level
description

Accruals: Closed

Repro Restriction: Images published in the monograph and stored in files copyright
protected by their respective organizations

Finding Aid: A file level inventory is available

Storage Location: 2015 accessions

Related Material: Clarence Hopkin collection

Lawrence Stuckey collection

Jack Stothard collection

Fred McGuinness would write/publish about a topic in a number of
forums. Therefore, it is possible research materials pertaining to this
monograph may be found in the Fred McGuinness collection subseries:
Correspondence (McG 1.2), Brandon Sun (McG 2.2) Miscellaneous
freelance (McG 3.2), Local history research (McG 4.1), Manitoba: The
Province & The People (McG 5.4), and Manitoba Enterprise (McG 5.5)

Arrangement:

Arrangement was artificially created by the Archives. Subseries has been re-arranged
according to picture sources
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inventory.pdf
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